
Freedom (feat. Jussie Smollett)

Empire Cast

It's a new generation
Welcome to my love

Yeah
It's a revolution, do what we want

'Cause we must
Ye-yeahI got a brand new perspective

and I don't really
give a damn who knows

So, your hands
darling in my pockets
'Cause I wanna feel

you up in my clothes
'Cause I, I, I, I wanna

love somebody, everybody
Can nobody tell me how to love?

'Cause I, I, I, I wanna touch somebody
give me body, everybody

Call it love and lust, I call itFreedom, freedom
Grab someone you want, singing

Freedom, freedom
Dancing in the dark
Freedom, freedom

Tell me, can you feel the rush?
It's called freedom, freedom

Freedom, freedomOoh, oh oh oh
Come and get you some

Ooh, oh oh oh
pick it up, pick it up

I'ma be honest, I'm loving
the feeling I've found

We're young and I'm fine
With your body I'll take

you down, ye-yeahNo disrespect, but i bet
I'ma make you proud

So, come take a sit in my new ride
Don't mind if i show you around'Cause I, I, I, I wanna

love somebody, everybody
Can nobody tell me how to love?

'Cause I, I, I, I wanna touch somebody
give me body, everybody

Call it love and lust, I call itFreedom, freedom
Grab someone you want, singing
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Freedom, freedom
Dancing in the dark
Freedom, freedom

Tell me, can you feel the rush?
It's called freedom, freedom

Freedom, freedomOoh, oh oh oh
Come and get you some

Ooh, oh oh oh
pick it up, pick it up'Cause I, I, I, I wanna

love somebody, everybody
Can nobody tell me how to love?

'Cause I, I, I, I wanna touch somebody
give me body, everybody

Call it love and lust, I call itFreedom, freedom
Grab someone you want, singing

Freedom, freedom
Dancing in the dark
Freedom, freedom

Tell me, can you feel the rush?
It's called freedom, freedom

Freedom, freedomOoh, oh oh oh
Come and get you some

Ooh, oh oh oh
pick it up, pick it up
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